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At Industrial Alliance, our mission to be the best service 
provider of group benefits is at the heart of everything 
we do, and it guides our employees in the accomplish-
ment of their work. Our team of health and dental claims 
analysts exemplifies this mission, having recently over-
hauled their main process as part of Industrial Alliance’s 
continuous improvement efforts. The new process was 
built around providing our customers with outstanding 
service, notably by optimizing the speed and accuracy of 
claims processing. 

The health and dental claims analysts process a variety of claims 
including claims for prescription drugs, physiotherapy services, dental 
services, hospital fees, etc. Our commitment to high performance 
drives the team’s goal of 100% accuracy in the processing of claims, 
as well as ensuring they are processed within a maximum of three 
business days.

New and Improved Processes
Teamwork is the cornerstone of our processes. The analysts’ optimized 
work environment of collaborative tables is one of the key elements 
in fostering this teamwork, which ensures claim processing of the 
utmost quality. This layout groups together analysts with varying 
degrees of experience with a mentor at each table, in order to share 
the wealth of knowledge that they collectively possess. This enables all 
claims, ranging from simple to very complex, to be processed within 
the targeted timeframe. For example, if an analyst receives a complex 
claim for which he or she requires additional information, another 
analyst from the same table will be able to help. Mentors also provide 
additional insight and support to their teams. “Our work environment 
fosters teamwork and support, which is so enriching. Everyone is 
willing to help one another and share their knowledge to commonly 
accomplish our goals and provide exceptional service,” says Tanya de 

Medeiros, a senior health and dental claims analyst. “My work is so 
stimulating, every day I learn something new!” 

The team of analysts can also rely on tools that were developed 
during the process review. One of these tools, called Memento, is an 
information goldmine that is used on a daily basis by everyone in the 
health and dental claims department and the call centre, in both our 
Montreal and Toronto offices. Memento contains all the information 
analysts need to ensure that claims are processed accurately and 
within the targeted timeframe. It contains information on specific 
standardized processes, decision grids, additional information for 
processing complex claims, etc. Visual indicators are another innova-
tive tool that was developed in order to monitor claims waiting to be 
processed. If analysts at one table are ahead of the others, they must 
lend a hand to ensure that all tables are processing claims at the 
same pace.

What Makes a Great Analyst?
Keen attention to detail and excellent analytical skills are crucial, as 
a variety of details come into play when assessing claims. Thanks to 
these skills, our analysts are experts at detecting anomalies in order 
to identify claims that may be fraudulent. “It’s rewarding to uncover 
fraudulent claims since I’m aware of the negative impact these can 
have on group plans. It’s satisfying to know that you’re directly 
contributing to protecting plan members,” adds Tanya de Medeiros. 
Analysts must also possess a willingness and desire to continuously 
learn as information in the insurance industry is in constant evolution, 
which in turn provides for a highly stimulating work  
environment.  

Spotlight on the Health and  
Dental Claims Analyst Position 
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Period: July 1 to September 30, 2013

Target Performance

Customer Service Centre
■  % of calls answered in 30 seconds 80% 83%

Claims
■   % of all Health and Dental claims 

processed in 5 days*
■   % of Short-Term Disability claims 

handled in 5 days*
■   % of Long-Term Disability claims 

handled in 10 days*

85%

85%

85%

96%

70%

79%

Administration - Policy  
Implementation
■  % of new policies issued in 20 days* 80% 100%

* Measured in business days

SERVICE STANDARD SCORECARD

NEw at Industrial Alliance!
ExtensIA optional benefits enhance plan members’ group 
insurance protection by providing complete coverage, no matter 
what unexpected events may occur. The range of ExtensIA products 
includes the following optional insurance benefits: life insurance, 
accidental death & dismemberment insurance, and critical illness 
insurance. These new benefits provide numerous advantages for both 
plan members and plan administrators. These advantages include 
non-evidence amounts available to plan members as well as no 
administration or billing for plan administrators as this function is 
managed by Industrial Alliance. 

More information to come in 2014! 

Did you know
that our prevention, health, and wellness consultant earned her 
certification as a coach from the Healthy Enterprises Group? 

Certified coaches are professionals who have completed the training 
program offered by the Healthy Enterprises Group. This allows them 
to thoroughly understand the best practices involved in implementing 
a health and wellness program as well as obtaining the Healthy 
Enterprise standard.

This certification is one in a long list of initiatives launched by 
Industrial Alliance to effectively support our clients in their efforts to 
promote workplace health and wellness.

To learn more about the Healthy Enterprises Group, visit  
http://www.groupeentreprisesensante.com/fr/ (in French only). 

During this  
holiday season,
we would like to take this opportunity to 
thank you for placing your trust in us.  
Our best wishes for the year ahead!

Your Group Insurance team

Plan members can now choose  
a new way to transmit claims! 

Healthcare providers across Canada can now use TELUS Health’s 
eClaims web portal to submit patient claims directly from their of-
fices to Industrial Alliance. The new option is available for physio-
therapists, chiropractors and vision care specialists, as well as 
acupuncturists, massage therapists and naturopathic doctors  
regulated by the appropriate provincial or federal organizations.

Advantages for plan members
■  Claims processing is quick and easy 
■  Plan members only have to pay the portion not covered by their 

insurance
■  Paperwork is minimized as everything is done online

To find out more about the eClaims service for healthcare  
providers, please visit www.inalco.com/fasttrack.

If you have any questions or concerns regarding this matter, please 
contact your Industrial Alliance group account executive.

Shopping around  
for a pharmacy really pays off!

Did you know that drug prices may differ substantially from one pharmacy 
to another?

Choosing a pharmacy based on quality of service and price is worth the 
effort. By selecting a pharmacy with competitive prices, you could save 
10–50% on the drugs you need.¹

¹ Industrial Alliance analysis based on its 2013 data
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About Industrial Alliance 
Industrial Alliance is a life and health insurance company that offers a wide range of insurance and financial products. The fourth largest life and health insurance company in 
Canada, Industrial Alliance is at the head of a large financial group with operations across the country, as well as in the United States. Industrial Alliance contributes to the financial 
wellbeing of over three million Canadians and manages and administers around $95 billion in assets.

The INFO Bulletin is brought to you by Industrial Alliance. You can also find it on our website at www.inalco.com/groupinsurance under the Administrator Services section.

High business volumes have impeded our disability claims service levels. Actions have 
been taken to address the shortfall and we are determined to reach the level of 
satisfaction you expect by next quarter.
We value your trust and continue to work hard to provide you with the service  
you deserve.


